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Introduction

 Welcome to the Comprehensive Plant Design System for SolidWorks, -The world’s most popular program used for 

the design of 3D Parts & Assemblies -. This system is “SolidPlant”. It is created to ful!ll the needs of a Piping Designer who 

wants to design a processing plant in a SolidWorks environment. Thus, SolidWorks users who need a Plant Design System 

will get the most e"cient program through unique, smart and well-prepared tools. Moreover, SolidPlant is an add-in to 

SolidWorks, which can work on the standard SolidWorks package. So this can help you save costs on the program.

 SolidPlant truly understands SolidWorks users’ need for a Plant Design System. SolidWorks alone cannot answer 

this need, even though it already has a routing module. SolidPlant is providing various smart tools for working on the plant 

design application starting from Piping Speci!cation Class preparation, Steel Structure Modeler creation, Equipment 

Model creation, and Pipe Routing Model creation. From all this information, users can export Bills Of Materials (BOM), 

for using in material assessment and order, as well as automatic extraction of Piping Isometric Drawings for using in 

Fabrication or Commissioning of Plant.  Additionally, users can also get General Arrangement Drawing (GA) in order to 

be used in piping installation at the plant site.

 Thus, SolidPlant is a highly interactive system with realistic Values & Fittings and can be called the best solution 

for SolidWorks users who are seeking for a real Plant Design Software without the need to use additional software. 

SolidPlant has everything included. A full range of e"cient features and tools with precision for quality works.

 In starting the actual working procedure to Design a Plant System, it is important to understand the basic design 

concepts of piping design and the users must follow certain crucial steps. We will start from importing P&ID data from a !le 

(i.e. Excel or xml) which is to be used in the system, then this information will be used in the creation of Equipment 

Modeling, Steel Structure Modeling, as well as Piping Designing. Users can utilize all the smart and unique features of the 

application which will be explained in this manual in later chapters.
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Chapter 1 SolidPlant User Interface

Chapter 1-1 SolidPlant User Interface

In this chapter, we will learn basic information regarding the SolidPlant User Interface. 

 First, we will learn how to start the SolidPlant program. Then we will learn about Tool Bars and Ribbon System in 

SolidPlant, which will be classi"ed according to application groups and types of works. 

 Next, we will learn about SolidPlant Project Manager, which is used for all project management tasks including 

copy, backup, restore, as well as data control in the system. 

 Then, we will learn about Control View Model, which is all about how to use tools or features to look at various 

views of our models, because there are usually many components in the plant we build, we need to learn the basics. 

 If we already have a plant model, we can walk-through our model by using the Walk-Through Model feature in 

order to see how our Plant or models look like in a real environment. If you want to present the piping, equipment and 

structural placement that you have designed to your superior and/or leading engineer, client or contractor, you can use the 

walk-through feature and make a video recording for your presentation.

Chapter 1-2 How to start program

 In this step, we will learn how to start the SolidPlant program. In this case we will use the shortcut icon on the 

desktop after the software has already been installed, it is named “SolidPlant” as shown in image below. We can also open 

the SolidPlant application from inside the SolidWorks environment.

Open SolidWorks 2014 > Tools > Add-ins >S olidPlant. 

 Next, if we want to use SpecCreator, which is used for creating standardized pipe class speci"cation, click on the 

“SpecCreator” icon on desktop, the functionality of 

SpecCreator will be explained in the next chapter.

 After you have started SolidPlant using the shortcut, you can see that you have opened SolidWorks together with 

SolidPlant. You can see SolidPlant Project Manager 

on the right panel as highlighted below.

 The present status is standby, it means the application is ready for opening the required project. Activate 

SolidPlant Project Manager Tab just by clicking on the 

below shown icon or tab.

Shortcut to start SolidPlant and 

Spec Creator on desktop

SolidPlant Project Manager 

Click to display this task pane tab.

SolidPlant Project Manager

SolidPlant

SolidPlant
P&ID 2015
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 Then if you want to see the projects that you have already created or opened, click on Active Project, drop down 

will show you the list of Projects you have created.

 

 As an alternative way, you can also open a project by using the Open Project toolbar. When you click on the open 

project icon, a dialog box will appear which gives an access to browse to your speci"c folder location. Then you can make 

your desired selection of project in the folder and click to open it. See below for pictorial representation.

 Now your desired project model has been opened in the window. You can notice on the left side panel that there 

are separate folders for equipment, piping, and structure. These are folders where all your project assembly disciplines with 

respect to structure, equipment and Piping will be saved respectively.

Chapter 1-3 Toolbars in SolidPlant

 Next, observe above, and you will see SolidWorks Toolbar that we regularly work on. But here you can observe 

that SolidPlant Toolbar is added along with SolidWorks toolbar, which are SolidPlant, Structure, Equipment, Routing, 

Component, and Drawing. Later chapters will explain you in detail about each Toolbar respectively.

1. Click, Open Project button.

2. Browse to select project.

List of projects you have created

Models are placed in separate disciplines 

as Equipment, Piping and Structur

Active project is opened 1

2
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Chapter 1-4 SolidPlant Toolbar

 

 Let’s learn about the "rst Toolbar, which is named SolidPlant. Basically, SolidPlant toolbar can also be called as 

Standard toolbar where all the basic functions like New Project, Open Project, Save Project and Restore Project are 

listed. It also includes tool called Spec Creator for opening the saved Pipe Class speci"cations to modify or to create new 

Spec. 

 Additionally, we have TAG Manager Tool for importing P&ID data, TAG Finder for searching the 3D models from 

the tag data we already have. And we also have Insert Layout tool, which will be helpful in importing 2D layout or Plot Plan 

drawing of your plant as 2D reference for allocating equipment or Structural Models. 

 SolidPlant also has tools for creating reports of the Project named as Project Report, and showing property of 

the project in Project Property Tool. 

 Additionally, we have functions or features related to handling or moving equipment which are Move and 

Rotate Component. If you want to look at the properties of any component, you can make use of the features called 

Component Property.

 Finally on the SolidPlant Tool bar we have di#erent viewpoint features to look at the overall Plant in di#erent 

views as Front, Right, Back, Top, Left and Bottom. And Isometric views as SW, SE, NW and NE which will be very handy 

when working on di#erent areas of the Project. Next, there are tools for viewing Turn Table view to rotate models and 

Rotate view for rotation of the overall plant model.

  About SolidPlant Icon shows the version of SolidPlant you are using.

Chapter 1-5 Structure Toolbar

 

 SolidPlant provides you with very Unique and Smart Features to create your Plant or Project. For Designing or 

creating a Project, Structure plays an important role in any development be it at Construction of a Building or Commission-

ing of the Power Plant. 

 So, let’s discuss about the Structure toolbar in SolidPlant. It comprises of the most unique and important features 

starting from creating Grid known as Structure 3D Grid which acts as reference for locating columns and beams. Addition-

ally, beams that you use will conform to the various standards that SolidWorks users can choose from. 

 Moreover, SolidPlant has many Smart features which will make your design process an easy task. The Most 

frequently used structures in plant works can be modeled with just a few clicks, saving most of the time and e#ort of the 

designer, such as Stair, Spiral Stair, Ladder, Handrail, Platform, Walkway, Floor Plate, Bracing, Truss, Footing and 

many more…., this helps in reusability of the models as well as an easy way to change and set to the desired values. 

 In addition to this SolidPlant has features like Auto Trim, Insert Connection, Steel Code and Structure Building 

and also we can make a report using Assign Member TAG feature in order to generate Materials Cut list of structure.
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Chapter 1-6 Equipment Toolbar

 

 Designing or Modeling of Equipment plays a vital role in Plant Design. Generally most of the Equipment models 

are not available in many 3D applications and sometimes we need to import the Pressure Vessels, Heat Exchangers and 

customized pumps which are designed in other applications by using universal standards, but we’re unable to do so.  

SolidPlant provides the solution for such problems. Let’s see how? 

 A solution for such kind of problem is in SolidPlant’s Equipment Toolbar. Equipment toolbar comprises 

important features which include Create Equipment for creating equipment from the standard library of SolidPlant, 

Convert Equipment which converts the di#erent formats of equipment to SolidPlant’s formats in order to use or import in 

to your projects.

 

 Additionally, SolidPlant has a feature known as Equipment Nozzle for determining nozzle position on 

equipment to make a starting point for piping work. It is very common to have multiple equipment in any kind of plant 

whether it is small or big, to facilitate this kind of requirement SolidPlant has features known as Linear Equipment and 

Circular Equipment which copies the equipment and places it in either linear pattern or in circular pattern. 

 In some cases, if placement of equipment is de"ned wrongly then you can make use of the features like Move 

Equipment and Rotate Equipment for movement and rotation of any equipment in your project.

 You can make use of the Equipment Property feature to know the properties of any equipment in your project 

or plant.

Chapter 1-7 Routing Toolbar

 

 Piping Design is a very important task in Plant Design. Routing a pipe from start to end point requires a wise 

decision to minimize the material, e#ective use of Fittings and shorter distance. In order to accommodate these require-

ments SolidPlant has come up with a smarter Idea of routing known as “Smart Route”.

 Piping Design or Routing in SolidPlant is categorized into 3 types:

 Let’s learn brie$y about these 3 routing modules. Before that let’s have a look at the Routing Toolbar. The 

Routing toolbar comprises of all the features that are very useful when you design a route.

 

 Manual Route : This is the point-to-point routing, where user has to specify the routing direction manually.

 

 Auto Route : This feature is very handy for a Piping designer. Whereby the user has to just specify the start and 

end point of the route, in most cases it will be nozzles of the equipment.

 Smart Route : A very Unique and Smart Feature which will be very much handy for any user of SolidPlant. As it 

ful"lls the motto of SolidPlant “Route it your Way”. Smart Route is a feature that fetches the information of a line list from 

the data you have imported earlier using Tag manager, then generates a pipe route intelligently and also prompts for the 

"ttings like valves, control valves and strainer etc.

 SolidPlant Routing toolbar has additional features which helps in rebuilding the single component and regenera-

tion of whole pipe line using Rebuild Component and Regen Route features and if you desire to modify the pipe route, 

the smart features which come in handy that include Delete Component, Delete Route, Assign Length of pipes and 

Change Size. 
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 SolidPlant also has additional features or Advanced Features for piping work, which include Split Pipe and 

Elevation Move Pipe. In the case of making an expansion loop the advance feature which is called Jog Route will help you 

create it better and faster. Moreover you can rotate any piping component after placement in route line making use of 

Rotate Component feature and get the component property by using the Component Property feature. The more 

advanced tool in Routing toolbar is Pipe Support using this feature you can place di#erent types of pipe support at any 

desired location on your route line.

Chapter 1-8 Component Toolbar

 Let’s have a look at the Component Toolbar in SolidPlant. SolidPlant provides you with the desired components 

or "ttings which are generally used in piping design. You can observe that there are various components including many 

types of pipe "ttings, and $anges for valves. The user can utilize these additional components. But, "rst you must originally 

have data created in pipe spec so you can retrieve data for using with the appropriate models in each component type.

Chapter 1-9 Drawing Toolbar

 

  The last Toolbar in SolidPlant is called Drawing Toolbar. This toolbar includes features for the user to 

utilize after the model has already been created. The "rst is Gen PCF, by which you can generate PCF "le in order to create 

Piping Isometric Drawing. And you can create drawing with New Drawing feature and take dimension on drawing in GA 

or General Arrangement Drawing for installation at plant site. 

 

 Additional features on this toolbar are BOM with this you can generate Bill of Materials, and annotation features 

like TAG, TOP, COP and BOP that you want to show on the drawing. You can instantly get this information by making use 

of above features. Detailed information regarding all the features will be explained in future chapters.

Chapter 1-10 SolidPlant Project Manager

 Till now you have understood about SolidPlant Toolbars, let’s have a look at the task panel at the right side that is 

called SolidPlant Project Manager. This task panel is the main panel for working on your SolidPlant project. You will see 

the basic information of the project that you are working on. Here you will notice the project name and the units used in 

the project.

 SolidPlant Project Manager is comprised of all the basic operation of a standard toolbar to facilitate the availabili-

ty of the features in multiple places such as creation of new projects with New Project feature. 

 And to open the project, you can instantly browse in the folder with Open Project feature. Moreover, you can 

also copy the complete data or information of the older SolidPlant project to use in the new project with Copy Project 

feature. 

Click this task pane tab to activate

SolidPlant Project Manager
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 To take the backup of the work done by user for each working day, you have Backup Project feature for this 

purpose as well. SolidPlant has Restore Project function to retrieve the saved project for future use. In addition, we also 

have Add to Group function which will help you in Network environment and Close Project function to close the project, 

and Project Property function to show status of settings in the project. Below picture shows you the detailed pictorial 

representation of all the functions on SolidPlant Project Manager.

 

 Next, let’s discuss about the Document List as you can see in the adjacent picture. 

In the Document List, you will see all the nodes of di#erent items indicating various data.

 

 For example, Pipe Routing, you can expand the node to see its data, all the line 

numbers that you have created and imported from the P&ID list will be shown here, in 

this you can observe that line numbers are shown in di#erent color codes, these colors 

indicate data status. 

 For example, the color Black tells you that the model and database have already 

been placed in the project. 

 

 The color Red tells you that there is only data of the tag which you imported from 

the P&ID list, but model is not created in the project. 

 

 And the color Blue (which we do not have now), if the color Blue is shown, this 

means that we have both data and model but we have not brought that model into the 

Main Assembly of the project.

 

 

 Please notice that data of each item will be separately grouped. For example, Equipment, all the equipment 

related data will be shown in equipment group. If you want to know the location of any equipment you can just 

double-click on the tag name, the application will zoom-in to the equipment location in your project.

Double-click on the tag number for

review and location of model
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 Next, in the below picture you can observe the nodes GA Drawing, Isometric Drawing, and Document. These are 

all nodes that show status. And when you use attach or import the data documents, they will be listed under these nodes 

respectively.

 Let’s move on to the next task pane, the important feature under SolidPlant Project Manager, which is called 

“SolidPlant Pipe Routing”.

 SolidPlant Pipe Routing is the smarter way to route your piping in today’s world of smart technology. This pane is 

important for de"ning Line Name or Line Number which will be used for pipe routing in the project. Active route "eld 

shows you the active route or line on which you are working on. 

 Apart from import P&ID you can also create the new line number using the New button just below the active 

route. If you wish to delete any route you can make use of Delete button to delete it from your model.

 At this point, please notice that we are selecting Line 001. You can select the desired Pipe Spec that will be used 

to design this line. You can also set the pipe size as desired. In the same way, we can set Insulation to desired thickness as 

required. In some cases you want to modify your routing direction after drawing the start to end point, in this case you can 

make use of the option Disable Routing Mode to avoid generation of pipe automatically as you exit sketch and can check 

the box later after you complete your editing.

 Apart from the above mentioned features Pipe Routing tab also comprises of di#erent important Piping sketch 

Tools. As shown in the adjacent image, we have many types of Snaps for pipe routing to select from. Additionally, we also 

have options of Slope feature. This is important for pipe routing 

in slope. You can set it as proportion, for example, 1:100 or 1:50. 

When you want to use it, just click Slope button. It will then route 

the pipe in slope for you without the need of calculating the 

length or degree before.

Click this task pane tab to activate

SolidPlant Pipe Routing

Nodes content all the attached documents 

of the project.  The information can  be 

examined  when you expand the nodes.
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Chapter 1-11 Control View Model

 Next topic is Control View Model, which is about looking at models in various viewpoints. First you have to know 

the basics. Please notice the lower left corner. You will see the axis that is called Triad, and notice that its Z-axis is in vertical 

direction. This is common in plant design systems. However, this is di#erent from the part design in SolidWorks, in which 

Y-axis is commonly in vertical direction.

 Let’s move on to the model viewing options in SolidPlant. You can make use of SolidWorks feature called Orienta-

tion to create views from di#erent viewpoints, which you have previously used for your convenience. For example, if you 

want to see the plant layout in Top, Front or Right direction, you can instantly do it or can use model viewing tools in 

SolidPlant Toolbar. And also can make use of the di#erent Isometric views which are available in the SolidPlant toolbar to 

view the whole plant in di#erent isometric angles.

Chapter 1-12 Walk Through Model

 Next you will learn about the feature for Walk Through Model. After you have "nished creating your model, you 

can walk through the plant to check or review your complete plant model as well as to record it as a video.

Now you will learn what we need to set when preparing for Walk Through. 

Tools > Large Assembly Mode.

Axis which is called as “Triad”.

User can view model in any

Isometric View.

Click to turn on 

Large Assembly Mode
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And then go to 

View > Lights and Cameras > Add Walk-through.

 After that, click on Viewport Settings, then choose at the vertical structural axis if the arrow is showing in down 

direction use $ip to show up. And now click Start Walk-Through as shown  below

 There will be a dialog box showing Introduction and guideline for using keyboards and mouse in the 

Walk-Through, then click OK.

 After that you will see that there is a Box Panel appearing at the bottom. This is the tool to handle or walk-through 

into the plant. Basically you can set, increase, or decrease speed. Then you can click button to walk-through. Additionally, 

you can also record and save it as a video by clicking Record button, then walk-through as usual. When "nished, if you want 

to playback the video, you can click Play right here.

1. Click to specify the Direction.

2. Select the edge of beam.

3. Tick check-box to $ip direction.

4. Click start Walk-through.

Click to start 

“walk-through” Feature

Click to “OK” for walk-through

Instructions.
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Click “ New Project ”

 And when you are ready to generate a video "le, you can click at the Generate Video button. You can also save or 

compress the "le as required.

Chapter 2 How to create Project data with SolidPlant3D Project Manager

Chapter 2-1 Manage a Project System and Model Layout Setup

 In this chapter, you will learn about SolidPlant3D project management. This includes how to create a project, and 

how to insert model layout into the project. First we will learn about how to create a project using a tool called SolidPlant3D 

Project Manager. 

 

 Next we will learn about the system settings and conditions related to settings before we start working on the 

model or project. Then we will insert 2D Plot Plan or Plan Layout to be a reference for our model, including Equipment 

Model and Structure Model in our Plant Layout.

Chapter 2-2 How to create project data with SolidPlant3D Project Manager

 Now we will look at the "rst topic, which is about how to create a project in SolidPlant3D. First, go to the 

SolidPlant3D Project Manager Task panel, and click here.

 Then observe the Toolbar of SolidPlant Project Manager as shown in the image below. Click on the button which 

is called New Project.

User can save the video record 

for presentation.

Click “ SolidPlant Project Manager ”
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Enter more information of the Project.

Click to browse folder, to 

locate Project Database.

This is the default folder location 

for Projects in SolidPlant.

 Let’s have a look at how to input data, Project Name, in which you will input the name of the project. Next is 

Project Description, in which you can enter the brief information of the project.

 

 As you can observe the third !eld in the Create New Project window is Directory. This shows you the location of 

the project database. The default folder location is in drive C, which is c:\SolidPlant Projects\ that we will now use for illustra-

tion. You can change the folder location to your desired drive on your machine or on server where you desire to locate your 

project database with the small browse button at right end of the directory !eld. When you click on the browse button the 

browse for folder window will pop up as shown in the below picture.

 

 Next, just below the directory !eld is Project Unit. Please notice that SolidPlant is having 3 modes to select from, 

which are Imperial, Metric, and Mix-Metric.

 

 Imperial units mean the Outside Diameter of 

pipes that you are about to use will be in inches, and 

the pipe-length summation will be in feet and inches. 

On the other hand, if you use Metric, OD of pipes will be 

in millimeters, and the pipe-length summation is in 

millimeters and meters. As for the third type: Mix-Metric, 

OD of pipes will be in inches, and the pipe-length 

summation is in millimeters. 

 Here we will choose Mix-Metric, then click 

Create button below.

1. Tick or select the units.

2. Click “Create” button.
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 When the project is successfully created you will notice that there will be the project name displayed in the active 

project "eld, in this case it is named as SolidPlant Project. 

 

 Now SolidPlant Project Manager is all set to start your design of a new Plant. Please notice on the left side task 

pane that there are 3 default folders, which are Equipment, Piping, and Structure.

Chapter 2-3 How to change settings in project properties

 Let’s learn how to modify the settings of the project we are working on. First, click on the SolidPlant Project 

Manager to activate the task panel. Then click on the tool called Project Property as shown below.

 

 After you click it, the Project Property dialog will appear, and there are tabs for various property settings. The "rst 

one is General tab, in which we can see the project name and the path folder in which the project directory or database is 

stored. Here please notice that when you click on the path, it will open the folder where our project is located without the 

need to open from outside of the application. Now please close this. 

 Next important thing is the Project Unit, which we have selected from the last chapter. And below is Project 

Properties, which you can directly input the details into it. For example, we can instantly input the project description and 

lots more here.

The created Project is currently active.

1. Click “SolidPlant Project Manager”

2. Next, click “Project Property” feature.

Enter the Description of the project.
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 Next, let’s look at the second tab, which is Piping Speci"cation. Please notice that when you click on it, the path 

linked to the pipe spec used in the project will be listed below in speci"cation list. You will see a default speci"cation 

named as Default and Demo in the list. As you can observe from the below picture we have two buttons at right bottom 

corner of the project property dialogue box, this will be helpful in adding or deleting a spec, which you want to link in the 

project. 

 If you want to add spec, click on “+” button and select the spec you want to use in the project. Please note the 

extension of the speci"cation "le is “.mdb”

 To remove any unwanted spec from the project simply select the desired spec link use “X” button to remove the 

spec from your project.

 

 Next, please look at the third tab, which is Model Setup. This tab is for Snap settings, which are frequently used 

in the project for model creation. These Snaps are in fact the Snaps that we have already in SolidWorks, but we brought 

them into SolidPlant so that the user is able to manage them easily. 

 Next, below is Shaded Quality, which we can set shade 

and wireframe for display quality. However, this depends on the 

hardware performance of each computer. If we set for high quality, 

it will utilize the computer performance.

 

 Have a look at the next tab, Line Number Format. This tab shows the information regarding the line number 

format, user can arrange the desired information to show up in line number. Default is “Main size-spec-service-pipe tag 

or number-insulation”.

Button to Add/link Pipe spec.

Button to Remove/unlink pipe spec.

Format of the Line Number.
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 Next, let’s look at the last tab, which is Component Color. Component Color sets the colors of major components 

like Equipment’s, Pipe Route, Pipe Components or Fittings. If you look at the Component drop down list, you will see that 

they are separately grouped as Equipment, Pipe Routing and more…. In this tab we can assign di#erent colors for each of 

them. 

 For example, if you are now active at Pipe Routing, you can observe in the adjacent image “Assign color by”. By 

default it is set to Service. That means SolidPlant will show the di#erent color for pipe with di#erent services, you will see 

each service name and its color.

 Assigning color to the component are of di#erent types the default is By Service as explained earlier and next 

one is By Nominal Diameter, if you choose the option of Nominal Diameter, this means the pipe color will change in accord-

ance with its size.

 

 However, our default is set to be by Service. For instance, Steam line color can be set as required, such as red or 

blue. Color setting can be easily done by just choosing the name or service of the pipe line and then double-click in the 

color "eld, and now you can select the desired color here, pictorial representation is shown below. 

 Well, all we have learned in this part are the details of how to change default system settings of the project used 

in our project or model.

Drop-down list for component types.

Drop-down list for Assign Color by

User can double - click on any service or

Nominal Diameter to assign color.
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Chapter 2-4 Insert plant layout as reference to 3D models

 Designing of the Plant will start with creation or Preparation of the Plot Plan or Plant Layout. Generally most of the 

industries worldwide start there plant layout in 2D platforms as their regular practice. Keeping that in mind, SolidPlant has 

come up with an Interesting feature called Insert Layout. To import the plot plan which you have already created as 2D 

detailed drawing which explains the locations of equipment and steel structure. SolidPlant will import this 2D drawing as 

reference to your plant. So, the user can design the plant more accurately, faster and more $exible in comparison to the 

other platforms. 

 

 Now we are ready to try the Insert Layout feature. First, activate the SolidPlant toolbar, then click on Insert Layout 

command.

 After you click the Insert Layout command, the dialog box of Insert 2D Layout will appear. Then you can input the 

name for your layout, which will be shown in Feature Manager on the left hand side. For Example we will use the name 

“SolidPlant layout” in this session. 

 Next, the second box is for Elevation, and its default is assigned to zero. 

However, we can set its value as required. If in a case that your plant is at a higher 

level, you can set its elevation at this point. Here we will set it to be zero, and then 

click OK.

 Next open the dialog box to browse or to locate for 2D CAD "les. At this point, please notice the format of "le 

types. Let’s change from Dxf to Dwg. Then we browse to the folder where your 2D layout drawing is located (for instance 

let’s say Dataset folder located on desktop where our 2D layout "le named SP plan-layout is placed). So, browse to the 

Dataset Training folder on desktop, select the "le SP Plan-Layout which will be imported to use as reference Plant layout in 

the SolidPlant, and then click Open button.

1. Change format "le type to .dwg.

2. Go to the Dataset training folder.

3. Select “SP Plan-Layout.dwg” "le.

4. Click “Open” button.

1. Click “SolidPlant toolbar”.

2. Next, click “Insert Layout” feature.

Enter the name for Plant layout.
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 Then the process of importing "le dialog box will appear (which can be .dxf or .dwg import). And certainly in this 

case, we will use 2D Sketch. Then click next.

 

 And the preview of our Plot Plan drawing will appear. At this point, change the unit from inches to millimeters, 

then click next once more.

And click "nish button. There will be a dialog for enabling Explode Blocks option

Then click Yes. The process of import Plot Plan is successfully "nished.

Click “Next” button.Make sure to tick “2Dsketch” mode.

1. Change unit to “Millimeters”.

2. Click “Next” button.

Click “ Finish ” button.

Click “Yes” to Explode Blocks.
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You can zoom to check equipment positions including positions of vessels, pumps, steel structures, and tanks.

Chapter 2-5 Backup & restore project system

 Backup of the project is mandatory in today’s world. None of us know what will happen next minute or 

sometimes the new modi"cation which the user worked on may not be implemented in the current stage of the project. 

So, making backups of the project from time to time saves lots of time and e#ort of the Piping designer and also saves 

money. Backup is useful because we can save the latest working status from time to time. If you require the information 

from the past time period or past days, we can retrieve the data and make use of it at any time.

 

 Well, now we will learn how to create Backup of our working project. First, we will go to the SolidPlant Toolbar 

and click to activate it. Then go to the Save Project command and click it.

 

 The Backup Project dialog box will now pop up, and we can input a name for the project that we want to back up. 

We will use the name 1-First Project Backup. When "nished, click Create button.

The dialog box saying “Backup done” will appear, then we click OK.

Click “ OK ” button.

1. Click “SolidPlant” toolbar.  

2. Next, click “Save Project” feature.

Enter the name to Backup Project.
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 If you want to restore or retrieve the backup project from the older time, you can do it by going to SolidPlant 

toolbar and click the Restore Project feature.

 As from the Restore Project dialog box shown below, we can see the project which we have taken backup earlier 

is listed and we can use the mouse to select it. Or if we do not want it anymore, we can delete it as well by using the “X” at 

left bottom corner of the box. 

 

Now supposing that we want to restore this project back, we can select the project and click Restore.

 And then Yes to con"rm. After that the current opened project will be closed and the backup project will be 

restored automatically into your working screen.

Thus, we can make use of the restore feature to check the status of the work done by the user day by day.

1. Click “SolidPlant” toolbar.

2. Next, click “Restore Project” feature.

1. Select the name of backup project.

2. Next, click “Restore” button.

Click “ Yes ” button.
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Chapter 3 Create Pipe Class Speci�cation using SpecCreator

Chapter 3-1 Pipe Class Speci�cation

 A complete Plant design is a combination of multiple processes. Each process has its own temperature and 

pressure ratings, to withstand these processes we use di!erent types of materials. For instance a plant may have a high 

saturated steam line, high-pressure line, low-pressure line, chemical line, water line, instrument-air line and other services. 

Each service or line is di!erent in operating conditions like design temperature, design Pressure, Operating Temperature, 

Operating Pressure and Material grades. 

 The most important element of a plant design system is how the graphics work with the database. We 

understand that the piping engineer does not want to spend a lot of time on creating and managing the database. Prepar-

ing a database with an enormous amount of data will traditionally take a lot of e!ort and discipline in order to make sure 

it is done right from the start with the highest level of accuracy.

Chapter 3-2 SolidPlant SpecCreator

 SolidPlant’s SpecCreator provides a great tool for the engineer to prepare piping data as easy as possible without 

having to compromise on accuracy. SolidPlant is a strong advocate of the concept “Do it Right the First Time!”

 SpecCreator is SolidPlant’s in-built application which installs automatically when you install SolidPlant3D that 

can create/edit spec data, Import/export catalogs, and create/edit specs for SolidPlant3D.  SolidPlant uses Specs and 

Catalogs to create a set of data speci"c to a project.  Without the creation of a spec or specs with correct data the compo-

nents placed in SolidPlant may re#ect the required data for the project.  And by not limiting a spec by removing unneces-

sary components errors may be incurred by the placement of the wrong pipe, valve, elbow etc...

Catalogs

 A catalog is the repository for all component data regardless of any speci"c project needs. The standard installed 

catalogs are there to be a general library for all component data and any "ltering for a project should be done though the 

spec. The standard installed catalogs have most of the components required by all SolidPlant users. 

Specs

 

 A Spec is a "ltered list of component data from selected catalogs. For example the base spec CS150 only has 

components with a pressure ratings of 150lb and 300lb. creating comprehensive specs prior to starting a project errors by 

reducing the available components for placement. All "ltering of components should be done though the spec.

Chapter 3-3 Standards and Catalogs available in Library

 SolidPlant SpecCreator is installed with the standard catalogs. For example, ANSI/ASME standard which is well 

known by all the piping designers worldwide. The SolidPlant Library also includes standards like JIS, DIN and many more. 

The famous brands from various manufacturers such as Crane, Ladish and Fisher are also included in the library, so the user 

does not need to worry about the standard catalogs everything is readily available in SolidPlant library.
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Chapter 3-4 New Spec Wizard

 This chapter will teach you how to create New Spec using “New Spec Wizard” feature. In order to create a new 

spec you need to open the spec creator "rst. Access “SpecCreator” from the desktop icon.

 SpecCreator splash will appear and SolidPlant Pipe Speci"cation Creator will open. You can also access the 

SpecCreator from the SolidPlant3D tool palette.

Now have a look at the tool palette SpecCreator.

You can Create New or Open the existing spec, New Spec Wizard tool, add new table, delete table and many more...

Double-click on “SpecCreator” icon 
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 We will learn about New Spec Wizard. The word Wizard itself explains that this feature will help in automate 

complex tasks by asking the user a series of easy-to-answer questions.

Click on the “New Spec Wizard” feature New spec wizard dialogue box will pop-up.

 You have to select the project name in which you want to create new spec, specify a name and select the Speci"ca-

tion module from the drop down.

 Next screen is the catalog selection, select the catalog you require and click on move button. You can click on 

“Select All” if you require all catalogs.

 Next screen is to select the component table you require, you can select all or only few components as per project 

requirement.

1. Click “New Spec  Wizard”

2. Observe the wizard dialogue box

1. Select the Project name

2. Specify new name for spec

3. Select the speci"cation module 

    from the drop down

4. Click “Next”

1. Select the catalog

2. Click on the move button

3. Click “next”

1. Select the component 

2. Click “Next”
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Next screen is to select the min and max size, schedule, rating, end condition, facing, class name and material.

 Next screen is the summary screen where you can see all the selections you have made, if you want to change 

anything click on “Back” button to go to pervious pages. Once "nished with your selection click on “Finish”.

All the components you have selected will be generated with the min and max main size.

Chapter 3-5 Edit the Spec in SpecCreator

 As you saw creating a spec in SpecCreator is simple and easy. Let’s see how to edit and detail setup for pipe and 

"tting.

It’s a very simple interface to create a New Pipe spec.

Click on the “preview” to see the preview 

of pipe sizes you selected.

1. Click “Back” if you want to 

  change something.

2. Click “Finish” to open spec.
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You can update the material grade for the all the pipe sizes just by adding in above “Mat Grade”

Select the material from the drop down. Material grade will be updated for all pipe sizes, you can observe the preview.

 Now, we can customize the Description of the pipe just by edit or adding whatever we need to display, "rst we 

write “PIPE SCH (right click to select the schedule, so schedule will be updated accordingly)

1. Edit Description "eld and enter “PIPE SCH(right click)

2. Scroll down using the button

3. Select schedule
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 Let’s add second row for the pipe size 2 to 10 inch. Click on the “+” button in the row control menu then a new 

empty row will be added. Update all the information, copy the description and paste edit if needed.

In the same way we can add Fitting, Flanges, Valves and all type of components.

cond “SWF”.

Now add a second row, change the min size as “2”, max sizes as “10” and end condition to BW

Now see the preview.

1. Click on “+” button.

3. Copy and paste the description edit “BE”
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can now see the preview of the Tee component in preview.

 After you have prepared your desired spec for all the components you require, click on the “Gen Spec” to 

generate only one spec which you selected or click on “Gen Spec All” to generate all the component specs. 

Process bar will be shown at the time of Spec Gen

And after generating the spec for all the components, SpecCreator will pop

Chapter 3-6 Print Preview of the Spec in SpecCreator

 After we generate the Spec, if we want to verify some of the components we can print the spec using Print 

Preview Feature. Click on the “Print Preview” button.
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you required to show in the print preview (just double click on the name it will be added). After you added your desired 

columns click “OK”

You can see the preview of the components

 To adjust the rows click on “Auto Fit” check box. You can also sort by “Component type” and click on the “Print 

Preview” button.

You can now see the print preview in the page format click “Print” to print the spec.
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Chapter 3-7 Search Component using Catalog.

 Sometimes we want to add a speci"c component but we’re not sure which catalog it is, so we search in the 

catalog. Click on the “Add Catalog” button.

 Catalog dialogue box will pop up, the list of catalogs we’re using to generate the current spec will appear. Now 

click on the “search” button

 Search catalog dialogue box will pop up, we use few constraints to search the component, for example we want 

and hit “Search” button.

The component’s catalog will appear in the search "eld, select and click on “Add Selected” button.
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Chapter 3-8 Branch Editor in SpecCreator.

 This chapter will teach you how to use the branch editor in SolidPlant SpecCreator. Click on the Branch editor tab 

in the SpecCreator.

 You can observe the branch table where main size on the x-axis and branch size on the y-axis. Legend is given at 

the top right corner. As you can observe from the above picture there is no reducing tee in the table. Go back to the spec 

 You can set the stub-in connection for some sizes manually. Select the column which you want to set the compo-

nent just by selecting and dragging.
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From the branch "tting drop down select “S” and click on “Apply to table”

This is how we can use the branch editor to show the various types of "ttings used in branches for di#erent sizes.

Chapter 4 Project Initial Data Setup

Chapter 4-1 Project Initial Data Setup

 A vast amount of Drawings and Documentation is required for the Design and Construction of Power, Process or 

Plant facilities which are frontend and detailed engineering drawings. The main engineering documents used on a regular 

basis by the engineering sta# for smooth and e$cient running, maintenance and upgrading of facilities are Piping and 

Instrumentation Diagrams  also called as P&ID. In fact, we will start from the concept of frontend. This begins from design-

ing in the system and process of plant to see  what are  the necessary items or things to be used in the design of the plant.

 Generally, Plant design will begin with Drawings and Documentations. This may start from the Equipment layout 

Diagram or Equipment General Arrangement Drawings. After equipment layout is done, the process %ow will be roughly 

determined. The frontend design, which does not have much detail, may be called PFD, or Process Flow Diagram. However, 

the next design level, there may be more details. For instance, in our process line, we might include valves, control valves, 

and instruments, which is known as P&ID.

 

 

 P&ID is the complete process %ow and detail information regarding pressure, temperature, values and 

Instruments. Designing of P&ID will be done using the SolidPlant P&ID application. After you design P&ID’s in SolidPlant 

P&ID, the P&ID application is having an excellent feature called Sync to SolidPlant3D to synchronize all the data like 

Equipment list, Line list, Nozzle data, valve list and Instrument list directly to the SolidPlant3D application with automatic 

creation of the Project. If you want, you can also export the P&ID list in to a single excel "le. Which will be useful for veri"ca-

tion of equipment and Line list and also comes into handy when you start designing your project in SolidPlant.  Next, we 

will learn in detail how to import P&ID data into the system, which is not designed in SolidPlant P&ID.
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Chapter 4-2 Introduction to concept of P&ID data

 We will look at an example of a P&ID Drawing to see how it looks in the form of Process & instrument Diagram, as 

well as the related data import. The picture you have seen above is called P&ID Drawing, which shows all process details.

 In the above drawing we can see a Tank, two Pumps, two Heat Exchangers and one Tower these are the (pieces 

of ) equipment we are going to use in this training session. 

 After we have designed/created the P&ID Drawing using any other P&ID application all the data should be export-

ed from it. Please notice that they are exported in the form of an Excel !le. Look at the data we need to use in the 

worksheets. The !rst one is Line List. Look at the !rst column, which is “Tag”. In the tag, there will be all the details including 

size, spec, service, and tag number. We can also see the connectivity details like from where and which equipment this line 

starts and ends. We can also have the individual information of the line like Spec, Size and service.

 

 Next, the second worksheet is called Equipment List. This will show you the detail information about Tags of 

equipment. The details include complete description of equipment and tags.

 Next is Valve list. This will show you the detailed information about the valves which are used in this P&ID. As from 

the details, it shows type and size of valve, as well as on which line number the valve is located.

Click “Line List” worksheet.

Click “Equipment List” worksheet.

Click “Valve List” worksheet.
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Next, have a look at Instrument list. These are tags of instruments used in the drawing.

Next, is Nozzle List. There will be Tags for each and individual nozzles of the equipment.

And the last one is Control Valve List.

Import of P&ID data into SolidPlant3D will be discussed in further chapters.

Chapter 4-3 How to import P&ID data into SolidPlant3D project system by using TAG Manager

 In this chapter we will learn about how to import P&ID data into SolidPlant project by using the tool called Tag 

Manager. SolidPlant3D provides the users multiple ways to access the toolbars, First way is to access from the SolidPlant 

tool palette. Click on SolidPlant -> Tag Manager.

Click “Instrument List” worksheet.

Click “Nozzle List” worksheet.

Click “Control Valve List” worksheet.

1. Click “SolidPlant” ribbon.

2. Click “Tag Manager” feature.
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 Or by the other way, we can access the Tag manager at SolidPlant Project Manager, under the Document List 

section, as shown below.

When you click on the Tag Manager Button a dialogue box will popup which is Tag Manager Dialogue.

Chapter 4-4 Import Process Line List

 In order to import the Tag list, "rst we have to map the P&ID data sheet with our Tag manager. Let me explain how 

we can map the data sheet.  In the below picture you can see the component type, component type means selection of 

data which we use to import; in this case we are importing all the data like Equipment list, line list, valve list and nozzle list 

etc.. Line list is also known as Pipe routing. So, make sure when you import the data, pipe routing is selected in the compo-

nent list then hit “Import tag” button.

 When you click on the import tag button, a dialog box will appear which is, "le selection window. Please browse 

to the desired location where you saved your P&ID data sheet which is in excel format(.xls)

Select “Tag Manager” button.

“Tag Manager” dialogue box.

1. in Component Type select

    “Pipe Routing” .

2. Next, click “Import Tag “.
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For illustration we are using Dataset Training folder.

 When you select you’re desired folder, select the excel "le which is the P&ID list. We can see the preview of this "le. 

In this "le we will be having the detailed information of all the P&ID data such as Valve List, Nozzle List, Line List, Instrument 

List, Control Valve List, and Equipment List. Select the "le-> click open

 When you click Open button a dialog will pop up to con"rm our tag import from Excel. And certainly, we will 

choose Pipe Routing as Component Type, and choose Line List from Excel Worksheet. Click OK.

 Then a dialog will pop up with empty "elds, we have to map the data for each "eld in the project. The "elds in the 

dialog box are Tag, Description, Service, Spec, Main Size, Insulation Thickness, From Equipment, To Equipment, Material, 

Schedule, and Rating. 

 We should map the respective data with our P&ID data sheet. We will try to do this. Here I choose Line Number for 

Tag, Tag for Description, Service, Spec, Size, Insulation Thickness, From, To, Material, and Schedule.

Choose folder “Dataset Training”.

1. Choose “P&ID Reports.xls”.

2. Click “Open “button.

1. Choose “Line List”.

2. Click “OK” button.
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These are the items we can select and set. Here we can add more "elds by clicking at Edit Column on the lower right.

 The dialog box of Column Editor will appear, and we can input the data that we want to add. For example, if we 

want drawing number to be appearing in the Tag Manager, we can type “DWG_Name” here. As column names shouldn’t 

have space in between, so we will use underscore when space is needed. When "nished, click OK.

 Now we have just created a new column, then we can map data. Choose the drawing number from the P&ID data 

sheet and click OK

1. Choose “Line number”.

2. Choose “Tag”.

3. Choose “Service”.

4. Choose “Spec”.

5. Choose “Size”.

6. Choose “Insulation Thickness”.

1. Choose “From”.

2. Choose “To”.

3. Click “Edit column” button.

1. Click and Write “DWG_Name”.

2. Click “OK” button.

1. Choose “DWG_Name”. 

2. Click “OK” button.
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 After we click OK, it will return to the dialog of Tag Manager. We can see all the information such as line numbers, 

and other data which we have imported are placed in the respective columns. When done, click Close button.

 When you close the Tag manager dialogue box, you can see now we have tags of line numbers and other data in 

the document list. If these data are not updated, you can use Refresh Tag button to update them.

Chapter 4-5 Import Equipment List

 This chapter explains you about the import of Equipment List. If you observe the group item “equipment” there 

will be no data of equipment tag, let’s import the Equipment list from the P&ID data sheet in to the project document list. 

The procedure will be same as Line list but, we use only Tag and description in equipment. Open Tag Manager.

Select “Equipment” in the Component Type. Click Import “Tag”

1. Pick Equipment in component type.

2. Click “Import Tag”.

Click “Close” button.

Click “Refresh Tag” button.

Choose “Tag Manager” feature.
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Browse to the folder location where we kept our P&ID data sheet. Select-> Open

 Select Equipment in the dropdown of Component Type, and change Excel Worksheet to be Equipment List. Then 

click OK.

 Now we will map system "elds and worksheet "elds. Here we choose Tag for Tag "eld, Description for Description 

"eld, and Type, Insulation, and Location to be speci"ed if any. Then click OK.

After you click OK, you can observe our tags are imported to the Tag manager. Click close.

1. Choose "le name “P&ID Reports.xls”.

2. Click” Open “button.

1. Choose “ Equipment ” in 

    Component Type

2. Change Excel Worksheet to 

    ”Equipment List “.

1. Choose “Tag”.

2. Choose “Description”.

3. Click “OK” button.

Click “Close” button.
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 Have a look at the group item of Equipment in Project Manager Document list, we can see that tags are imported 

to our project. If tags are not updated, click Refresh Tag button to update them.

 Valve list, Instrument list and Nozzle list are imported same as Equipment import as explained in the previous 

chapters. After you import all the data, we will learn about how to import or create the Tag which are not in the P&ID data 

sheet, in the following chapter.

Note: Please select the respective type in the component type.

Chapter 4-6 Create a new Tag which are not in P&ID data sheet.

 New Tag can be created in two ways. This method explains you how to create a tag using Tag Manager. Let’s see 

how to do it. First, we will create a new process line which is not in our P&ID data sheet. Please click Tag Manager.

 When Tag Manager is opened select Pipe Routing in component type. Now, we have a toolbar called Create Tag 

just beside the component type. By using this function we can add more tags for every Component Type. Click Create Tag.

1. Choose “Pipe Routing”.

2. Click “Create Tag”

Click “Refresh” button.

Click “Tag Manager”.
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 After you click on the create Tag in Tag Manager a new dialogue box will appear this is “Create Tag” dialogue. In 

this, we can input new data such as L1001 for Tag, Description Process water, Service we can select from the list or we can 

input new service that we want. Spec, we can choose from the pick list. Choose the size we want, such as 6 inches. 

Color by : we can set color according to the criteria we want. 

 For example, if we want to set color according to service, select Service and the color will change according to 

service type. If we set color according to Nominal Diameter, each size will have its own color. If Custom is selected, then user 

should select their desired color. 

 When users design 3D pipe routing, the color blue will be used for all water systems, and the color red will be used 

for high-pressure systems, color can be changed just by clicking at Color Preview. For instance, to change the color yellow, 

click on the color then a color palette will appear select your desired color click OK. The color will change accordingly. When 

done, click Create button, and click Close on this dialog.

 After you close the Create Tag dialogue we can observe our new tag is added in the pipe routing line list in Tag 

Manager

 In the same manner we can create new tags for all the types. Second method of creating new tag will be 

explained in further chapters.

1. Newly added line number.

2. Click “Close” button.

1. Enter data.

2. Choose “custom”

3. Double-click to de"ne the color. 

4. Click “Create” button.

5. Finally, Click “Close” button.
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Click “Structure” tab.

1. Select “SolidPlant” ribbon.

 

2. Select “SE Isometric” feature.

Chapter 5 Create Steel Structures

Chapter 5-1 Steel Structures

 This topic will teach you how to create Steel Structures in SolidPlant 3D.  Structures are the main foundation of 

any construction. To design a detailed structure in projects it takes too many man hours. To reduce the e!ort of the design-

ers, SolidPlant 3D has developed smart functionalities in steel structures. That means with very minimal sketches SolidPlant 

3D will generate most complicated structures within a very short time. Let’s see in detail what SolidPlant can provide you. 

 SolidPlant3D has a Structure Tab as explained in Chapter 1. All the features which are useful for creating steel 

structures are categorized under this tab. The frequently used structures are listed below: 3D Grid, Structural members, 

Stairs, Ladders, Platforms, Hand rails, Walk way, Pipe Bridge etc... And many more.

Chapter 5-2 How to use Structure 3D Grid

 In order to insert a 3D Grid we require a reference point to snap and design the structural features exactly at your 

desired locations. For doing this we import a 2D plot plan which is already drafted in 2D application with exact locations of 

grid and equipment. We can change the view for our convenience, for example we want to see this area in isometric view.

To do that, please go to SolidPlant Ribbon, and then click at SE Isometric. And zoom it.
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1. Select “Structure” ribbon. 

2. Select “Structure 3D Grid” 

    Feature.

1. Select the point

2. Click “Get start point” button.

To insert our 3D grid, select Structures Tab-> Structure 3D Grid

 When you select 3D grid a dialogue box will appear in feature 

manager panel which gives you details about Grid parameter, Grid Point 

valve and location of the point we selected.

Select the desired point from where we want to start or create our 3D grid then click “Get start point”.

 

 After you click “Get Start Point” button you can observe the preview of the 3D grid generated by SolidPlant3D. 

Now you can enter your values in Grid Point Value "eld X, Y and Z respectively, 3D Grid will adjust accordingly. 

For illustration:

We enter X-axis 5500, Y-axis 5400 and Z axis 3000

 To add level just enter the desired value in 

grid parameter "eld or use increment or decrement 

arrow marks in respective "elds and click on “+” button 

to add a new level or “-“ to subtract an existing level 

and select “ ”

So the "nal 3D grid will look same as below picture.
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Select “Insert Structure member”.

1. Choose the Grid Columns.

2. Click “OK”.

1. Open “Structure” folder. 

2. Select Grid frame.

Input information in structural 

member dialogue.

Chapter 5-3 How to place Structure Member on 3D grid

After we placed the 3D grid, we will create or place columns on our grid. 

First go to Structure folder in feature tree manager, select the 3D grid frame.

Select “Insert Structure member” function in Structure tab.

You can notice that Structural member selection window will appear in feature tree manager panel.

Please observe that there are few columns in selections tab i.e. Standards, Type, Size and Groups.

 Standards refers to the di#erent types of standards we use in steel structure. If you click on the drop down button 

you can see di#erent types of standard i.e. ANSI, DIN, JIS, ISO and many more.

 For Illustration: Select ANSI in standard, then we can select any type of steel structure in type "eld. We will select 

“W section” for this grid and select size as W8X40.

 Select the ground $oor vertical columns as one group and "rst $oor vertical columns as another. Same as shown 

in the below picture and click “ ”.
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Click “Draw Structure Member”

1. Select the end points of the lines.

2. Click “Exit Sketch”

1. Select “Structural Member”.

2. Choose “Edit Feature”.

1. Choose “ANSI Inch Standard “.

2. Next choose” W section “.

3. Next ,choose ” W8x24 “ 

4. Finally, click” OK “button.

Next, we will place beams. Click Structure Tab “Draw Structure Member”

The concept of placing beams is to make a point-to-point sketch, from starting to end point. Then Exit Sketch

 When you exit sketch, the dialog of Structure Database will pop up. Select the ANSI standard from standards, 

choose “W section” from member group and choose the size “W8x24” from member size click “OK”.

 Now we got beams. Please notice that beams are currently placed by di#erent angle. We can change the position 

of beam. To do that, please expand the assembly of Grid Frame-1. Then select Structural Member of Weldment, and click 

Edit Feature.
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1. Give Rotation degrees and 

     click Locate pro"le.

2. Pick Mid-point of the member.

1. Go to Structure Tab.

2. Select Auto-Trim.

 The edit feature for structure member will appear in feature manager, scroll down for Alignment Settings, we can 

rotate it by giving the rotation degrees, and also we want to change position or locate pro"le. As we want to place Top of 

Steel (TOS) at the top surface of the column, click at Locate Pro"le button select the mid-point of the structural member, 

the beams will automatically align to TOS. Click “ ”.

 Accordingly, we can create as many columns as we want. To reduce the man hours of the designer, if the project 

has too many columns and beams we can use the pattern feature of SolidWorks.

Chapter 5-4 Auto-Trim Feature

 When we place the beams on a grid, the structural members will not be trimmed exactly to the corner sections. 

SolidPlant3D has a smart feature called “Auto-Trim” which trims the corner edges of the steel beams. So, when we 

generate the structural Bill-of-material we will get exact lengths of the beams.

Let’s see how to use auto-trim feature:

Go to Structural Tab - > Auto Trim

When you select Auto-Trim feature an Auto-Trim 

Dialogue box will appear same as below:

The Concept of Auto-Trim is like setting the priority 

of beams which need to be trimmed.

For Example: Have a look at the below picture before 

we use auto-trim feature.
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Note: You can select multiple columns and beams 

             to be trimmed at one shoot.

In Structure Tab Activate Insert 

Connection feature

1. Select Column.

2. Press input button of 1st body.

3. Select Beam.

4. Press input button of 2nd body.

5. Click Auto-Trim.

 Now we select Auto-Trim feature, Select the column and press input button of the 1St body and select the beam 

and press input button of the 2nd body as we want to trim the beam exactly with reference to the column.

After you click on Auto-Trim button SolidPlant 3D will trim the excess structure with reference to the column.

Chapter 5-5 Insert Connections

 Insert connection feature helps you in placing the connections between the column and beam like Clip angle, 

End plate and sheet plate. We can use this insert connection to show the connection between beams. To activate Insert 

Connections: Structure tool tab-> Insert connections.

When you activate Insert connection feature a new dialogue box will appear which is same as below image
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1. Select face of the beam

2. Select the face of the column

3. Press input button

4. Click Next

1. Select type

2. Select template

3. Click “Insert”

 Select the face of the beam and column to insert connection between them, select the faces with holding “ctrl” 

button and click on the input button in the insert connection dialogue and click next.

 

 In the next screen of the Insert connection you can choose which type of connection you want to place. Click on 

the browse type drop down select the clip angle, browse template drop down you can select the di#erent types as of one 

we have one type so we select basic angle, you can observe the preview of the connection then click “Insert”

SolidPlant 3D will Insert the clip angle connection between the selected structural members.

 As Explained in the "rst Chapter, SolidPlant 3D provides you with many smart(er) functionalities especially 

structural primitives i.e stairs, ladder, handrail, platform, bracing, $oor plate, walk way, pipe-bridge, conveyor and many 

more. Each functionality will be explained in further chapters.
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Sketch the line as shown in the picture

1. Pick list to choose “90 Degree Left”.

2. Enter the value of height. 

3. Next, click “Apply” button.

Enter the value of Dimension: 1200.

Click “Exit Sketch” Button.

1. Choose “Structure”. 

2. Click “Stair”.

Chapter 5-6 Stair

 This chapter will explain you about how to place or create a stair. Normally to design a stair it requires too many 

man-hours but using SolidPlant 3D we can generate a stair within a short matter of time just using a single sketch line.

Let’s start creating a new stair, go to structural tab activate stair.

 After you select the stair function the application will take in to sketch mode where we have to sketch a line as a 

reference to the stair.

Specify the dimension of the line to be 1200. And exit the Sketch.

 The dialog of Stair template will pop up, and at the same time, the model preview will be shown. We can modify 

our stair as per our requirement. For example: set the Start Platform to be 90 degrees to the left, then verify height and click 

Apply.
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Click “Close” button to "nish.

 When you apply the modi"cation you can notice that the model is automatically adjusted to the modi"cations, 

verify all the settings and then click Close.

Chapter 5-7 Floor Plate

This chapter will explain you about how to create a $oor plate.

To start creating a $oor plate we need to select a surface as reference on which we suppose to create a plate.  

Select face of Beam->Go to Structural tab-> Activate Floor plate

 When you click on the $oor plate function the application activates sketch mode with rectangle sketch selected 

as default. Click on the corner points of the structural steel frame where we suppose to create the $oor plate same as 

explained in the below picture.

 The dialogue of $oor plate will appear at the same time you can see the preview of the $oor plate in the window. 

We can select type of plate like Grating, Checker, Threading and Wood. We can $ip the side of the $oor plate if needed then 

click “Apply” and “Close”.

Note: Floor plate can be created in any shape 
            you want just draw the sketch you desired, 
           SolidPlant 3D will generate Floor plate for 
           you in your required shape.

Draw Rectangle using the speci"ed 

sketch points

Exit sketch

1. Select type of plate from the pick list. 

     Flip side is needed.

2. Apply the changes.

3. Close the dialogue.
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Chapter 5-8 Hand Rail

This chapter will teach you how to create the handrails for your structural $oors. Hand rails are very important for any high 

rise structure as it provides safety to the people.

Creating hand rails in solidPlant3D is fast and accurate. To start modeling handrail go to structures tab and activate handrail 

function.

Structural Tab -> Activate Handrail

 After you click on the handrail function the application will take you in to sketch mode where straight line is 

selected as default. If you wish you can change the sketch type.

We use straight line for this case, draw the line as speci"ed at the edges of the beam and “Exit Sketch”.

 When you exit sketch, Handrail dialogue will pop up with preview of the handrail in the model window. You can 

modify the height of the hand rails, change the number of railing and even adjust the width between railings.

After you close the Hand rail dialogue box you can observe that all the railings are equally spaced between them.

Draw straight line with 

reference to the points

Exit Sketch

1. Change number of railings.

2. Apply the changes.

3. Close the dialogue.
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1. Draw a line as shown.

2. Set the dimension to “1200”.

3. Click “Exit Sketch”.

1. Change the height of ladder.

2. Choose whether you want cage or not.

3. Apply the changes.

Go to “Structure” tab Activate “Ladder”.

Close the ladder dialogue box.

Chapter 5-9 Ladder

This chapter will teach you how to create a ladder with case. 

Go to Structure tab-> Activate Ladder

 When you click on the ladder function, it will enter into sketch mode with straight line selected as default. Draw 

a line as shown, this will be the reference for our ladder width, then exit sketch.

 When you exit sketch, ladder dialogue will pop up with preview of the ladder in the model window. You can 

modify the height of the ladder choose whether you want “cage” or not.

 After you apply the changes verify the ladder to see that everything you changed has been modi"ed or not. Then 

close the ladder dialogue box.
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Note: In the platform dialogue box we can change 
            the length & width of platform, change the 
            height of handrails, "ip the direction of platform 
           and also change the angle of supports.

1. Structure Tab

2. Click “Platform” function. 

1. Draw a line wit.h reference to the 

     points shown in picture.

2. Exit sketch.

1. Add supports.

2. Add hand rails.

3. Apply the changes.

Chapter 5-10 Platform

This chapter will teach you how to create a platform with minimal sketch and time.

Go to structures tab activate “Platform” function.

 When you click on the Platform function, it will enter into sketch mode with straight line selected as default. Draw 

a line as shown, this will be the reference for our platform length, then exit sketch.

 When you exit sketch, platform dialogue will pop up with preview of the platform in the model window. You can 

add or remove the handrails from the sides of platform and also add supports for the platform after you modify your chang-

es click “Apply”.

After you add your desired handrails and supports, verify in the 3d model and close the platform template window.
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1. Structure tab

2. Activate Footing 

1. Pick a point

2. Exit Sketch

1. Change type of footing

2. Change the dimension

3. Change the dimension

4. Apply the changes

5. Close the window

Chapter 5-11 Footing

 This chapter will teach you about footing for structural beams and Equipment. SolidPlant3D will generate footing 

with just a point as reference within a short matter of time.

Let’s see how to generate footing for columns. To activate footing feature go to structure tab click on “Footing” function.

 When you click on the footing function, it will enter into sketch mode with point selected as default. Draw a point 

as shown, this will be the reference for our footing then exit sketch.

 When you exit sketch, the footing dialogue will pop up with preview of the footing in the model window. You can 

change the shape of the footing from simple to circular, hexagon and octagon, you can change the dimension of footing 

and also can set the footing as below ground level. After you modify your changes click “Apply” and “Close” footing 

template window.
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1. Go to Structure tab

2. Activate Pipe-Bridge function

1. Draw straight line along the 

     points shown in picture.

2. Exit sketch

1. Modify the changes if any.

2. Apply & close the dialog

Chapter 5-12 Pipe Bridge

 This chapter shows you how to create Pipe Bridge in your project. SolidPlant 3D provides you a very smart 

functionality which is pipe bridge that can be generated within a fraction of seconds with just a single sketch.

To create Pipe bridge go to structure tab click on the Pipe-Bridge feature.

 When you click on the Pipe-Bridge function, it will enter into sketch mode with straight line selected as default. 

Draw a line as shown, this will be the reference for our pipe-Bridge, then exit sketch.

 When you exit the sketch, Pipe-Bridge dialogue will pop up with preview of the Pipe-Bridge in the model 

window. You can modify the dimensions like height the Pipe-Bridge, width of the columns, size of the column and height 

of the tier. After you entered your desired dimensions click Apply and Close the dialog.

Your Pipe-Bridge is created with all your desired dimensions within a short matter of time.
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1. Go to Structure Tab

2. Click on Walkway feature

1. Draw straight line along the 

     points shown in picture.

2. Exit sketch

1. Modify the changes if any.

2. Apply & close the dialog

Chapter 5-13 Walk Way

 This chapter shows you how to create a Walk Way in your project. SolidPlant 3D provides you again smart 

functionality which is; walk way. This is to provide accessibility between the high rise Tanks and structures, that can be 

generated within a fraction of seconds with just 

a single sketch.

To create Walk Way go to Structure tab click on 

the Walk Way feature.

 When you click on the Walkway feature, it will enter into sketch mode with straight line selected as default. Draw 

a line as shown, this will be the reference for our Walkway, then exit sketch.

 When you exit the sketch, Walkway dialogue will pop up with preview of the Walkway in the model window. You 

can modify the dimensions like length & width of the walkway and height of the handrail. After you entered your desired 

dimensions click Apply and Close the dialog.
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1.Choose Grid Frame from the 

    feature manager design tree.

2.Select Open Part.

1. Select Grid Frame from the 

     feature manager design tree

2. Choose Update

1. Go to Structure Tab

2. Select Assign Member TAG

1. Enter Column as CO

2.Enter Beam as BE

3.Apply the changes

Chapter 5-14 How to Generate Part list of Structural Members

 This chapter will explain you how to generate a Part list for our Structural Members. To generate a Part list "rst we 

have to open our grid frame in its own window to do so, select the grid frame and select open part.

Grid frame will be opened in its own window. From the feature manager select the cut list right-click and update.

 After you select the update, the entire Cut list will be updated. To generate this Cut list in to a report format you 

should go to the structural tab and click on Assign member Tag feature.

 When you select the Assign Member TAG feature, Assign member dialogue will pop up; in here you can observe 

all the information like Density, Volume, surface area and Mass of our structural members and also you can notice the 

length and description of the Structural beams and columns of the grid frame. We can change the name of the Columns 

and beams. For instance lets change the columns to CO and Beams to BE respectively as shown in the below Image and 

Apply the changes.
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 When you apply the changes, Member 

Tag list dialogue (box) will pop up with the changes 

we made to the names for columns and beams. 

You can export this list into excel by just clicking 

on the Export to Excel button.

 Part List will be exported into an excel "le 

instantly when you click on the Export to excel button 

with all the summary like Mass Properties, center of 

mass and Total length of the structural members.

 

Chapter 6 Create Equipment Model

Chapter 6-1 Equipment

 

 Equipment creation plays a very vital role in Plant Design. Creating or modeling an equipment takes many 

man-hours for a general user. Using SolidPlant you can create any type of equipment very quickly and accurately using the 

smarter functionalities provided by SolidPlant. 

 This chapter will explain you how to create equipment. SolidPlant is built-in with a standard library of equipment, 

which include various types of tanks, pumps, vessels, and exchangers. The advantage of having a standard library is that we 

can input data and values such as height and all other dimensions very quickly. 

An opening for an Equipment is known as Nozzle. A Nozzle is considered an important part for an equipment as it will be a 

reference for pipe routing.

 Equipment models can be created using SolidWorks, if any of the 3D models is created in SolidWorks or even 

outside SolidWorks (meaning; other 3D CAD packages) can be imported into SolidPlant Project using “Convert Equipment” 

function.

 Let’s see in detail how we work with the above functions. 
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Chapter 6-2 Create Equipment model from standard library

 Let’s see which equipment templates are already available in the SolidPlant Library. Go to “Equipment” tab click 

on “Create Equipment” function then a dialogue (box) will appear. Click on the drop down to pick di!erent categories of 

equipment. Equipment is categorized into di!erent types i.e. 

 

Select a category that you want and you will observe which type of templates are readily available select a template, you 

can also have a look at the preview of the template.

Chapter 6-3 Pump

 SolidPlant Equipment library contains di!erent types of Pumps under pump category.

Chapter 6-4 How to Create the Horizontal Pump.

earlier.

1. Go to “Equipment” tab.

2. Click “Create Equipment” feature.

3. Click on drop down list to choose 

     the Equipment category and select one.

4. Click on the preview button to see the 

    preview of the template.
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Go to Equipment tab-> Create Equipment-> Pick Pump category from the drop down-> select horizontal centrifugal pump.

equipment and click “create” button.

 

 When you click on the create button you can observe 

summary in create equipment dialog.

2. Click Create   Equipment function.  

3. Pick pump category from the drop down.

2. Click on tag property button.

1. Summary of Pump.

2. Click “Create”.

4. Click “Create”.
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the dimension into the system by adding to favorite. 

that is because we have not set the nozzles with size, spec and "ange type. 

 

default.

taken as N1 and discharge is taken as N2 with equipment tag.

 

 Now, we have to assign the size, spec and "ange type to the nozzle; to do so pick the nozzle number from the 

drop down.

1. Pick FWP-121-N1 nozzle

2. Select “Demo” database (Spec)

3. Change size to "6”

FL

Non Standard 150LB 

     raised face nozzle.
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1. Pick FWP-121-N2 nozzle

2. Select “Demo” database (Spec)

3. Change size to "4”

FL

Non Standard 300LB 

     raised face nozzle.

6. Click “ ”

7. Close the window save the changes.

3. Pump tag is added to the 

     equipment group.

2. Click “Create   Equipment” function.  

Pick second or discharge nozzle from the drop down and change the size to 4”, select the nozzle type, click “!” then close 

the window, save the changes when prompted.

group. 

Placing the equipment into the layout will be explained in the further chapters.

Chapter 6-5 How to Create the Horizontal Vessel.
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the dimension into the system by adding to favorite. 

 

respect to the dimensions. 

 

“Close” the dialog.

the model so, we have to de#ne by ourselves.

Equipment tab. When you click on the equipment nozzle function, the Nozzle component dialog will appear in the feature 

manager tree with nozzle data tab selected as default.

3. Click “Create” button.

1. Go to Equipment tab

2. Click “Equipment Nozzle”

3. Nozzle component dialogue 

    will appear in feature manager.
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can select the color by spec, service, custom and 

Nominal diameter, color will change accordingly. 

Click “Create” button.

 

will set accordingly, change end type to "ange and select Non-standard 150LB Raised face nozzle type.

be created on the equipment surface. Give angle and distance if needed, click apply and click “ ” then close the window, 

save the changes when prompted.

 

group. 

at the lower end of the  document list when you 

1. Click “New Nozzle” button

2. Observe the tag number

3. Enter the required information for a 

     nozzle like Spec, Service and Size.

4. Click “Create” 

1. Check whether all the data is added 

     accordingly.

Non Standard 150LB 

     raised face nozzle.

     equipment group.

1. Click on Positions tab.

2. Pick a point on vessel surface.

5. Click “ ”.

6. Close the window save the changes.
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Chapter 6-6 Add Elevations to the project.

 Generally Plant layouts consist of few elevations where di$erent types of equipment will be located depending 

equipment exactly to a speci#c "oor.

 

 

you can observe in the feature manager tree that 

Elevation folder is added with the elevation speci#ed 

Chapter 6-7 Insert Equipment into the Layout.

equipment we need in our plant with nozzles we can insert them into the plant layout.

 Let’s see how to insert a Pump in the layout, select the pump from the document list for example we have 

you drop the pump in the layout the application will prompt for elevation selection with a small pop up dialogue, select 

Plane#0” and hit “close”.

1. Observe the “De#ne Level for Equipment” 

     dialogue.

2. Enter valve “3000” 

3. Click “+” to add 1st level click again to add 

     the 2nd level.

“Apply” 

5. Click on “ ” to close the dialogue.

2. Select the elevation in which pump 

     should be snapped.
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move/rotate component dialogue will appear in feature manager tree. Select pump as component to move. 

Select a point on the edge of the pump as shown in the below picture which will be the reference point for the pump to 

move to the destination.

Now select the destination point in the layout where the pump should be actually located.

exactly in the space allocated for the pump.

Select the point on the layout

3. Select pump as “component to move”.

4. Pick a point as reference.
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enter the angle.

Chapter 6.8 Create Pattern of the Equipment.

the equipment using SolidPlant features. 

Pattern of equipment is of two types (i) Linear Pattern (ii) Circular Pattern.

 

a linear pattern please click on the “Linear Equipment” feature in Equipment tab.

feature manager tree. Select the direction of the pattern on the pump ("ip the direction if required), enter the distance 

preview of the pattern equipment

1. Click on rotate equipment function 

     or Rotate drop down.

2. Select the pump as component to rotate.

3. Select the edge as the reference edge 

     to rotate.

4. Enter 180 degrees.

1. Go to Equipment tab

3. Select the direction of pattern 

    ("ip the direction if require)

4. Enter “3000” distance.

6. Select the components of pattern

     and select the pump.
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Check whether your required equipment is matching 

with pattern. If everything OK then click on the “ ”

the tag for your newly patterned equipment. 

automatically and the pump will be accepted and 

please click on the refresh tag button.

Chapter 6.9 How to convert SolidWorks model to SolidPlant Project.

SolidWorks #rst. Click on “Open”             #le selection dialogue will popup browse to the location where you placed you’re 3d 

model, select and click on open.

2. Click “OK”

1. Click on “open” document icon.

2. Browse to the location where 

     you placed you’re 3d model

3. Select the 3d model

4. Click “Open”.

Click on “ ” to accept the pattern.
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and click on “Create” button.

the pumps. Our 3d model is already having nozzles in order to convert these nozzles into SolidPlant we need to de#ne 

them with spec and size to do so. Go to Equipment tab-> click on “Equipment nozzle” then nozzle component will appear 

in feature manager tree.

can select the color by spec, service, custom and Nominal diameter, color will change accordingly. Click “Create” button.

accordingly, change end type to "ange and select Non-standard 150LB Raised face nozzle type.

1. Go to Equipment tab

2. Click on Convert Equipment feature

3. Enter the tag 

4. Pick “Pump” as type

5. Click “create”

1. Go to Equipment tab

2. Click on Equipment nozzle feature

3. Observe “nozzle component” 

     dialogue will appear in feature 

     manager tree.

1. Click “New Nozzle” button

2. Observe the tag number

3. Enter the required information 

    for a nozzle like Spec, Service 

    and Size.

4. Click “Create” 

1. Observe whether all the data 

     is added accordingly.

Non Standard 150LB 

     raised face nozzle.
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 Now click on the positions tab, select the edge line of the nozzle then you will see a centerline passing from the 

middle of the nozzle, use "ip if required.

you want you can select the color by spec, service, custom and Nominal diameter, color will change accordingly. Click 

“Create” button.

accordingly, check the usernozzle check box and select Non-standard 300LB Raised face nozzle type.

 Now click on the positions tab, select the edge line of the nozzle then you will see a centerline passing from the 

middle of the nozzle, use "ip if required.

1. Click on Positions tab

2. Select the edge of nozzle.

3. Observe the center line

1. Click “New Nozzle” button

2. Observe the tag number

3. Enter the required information 

     for a nozzle like Spec, Service 

     and Size.

4. Click “Create” 

1. Observe whether all the data is 

     added accordingly.

Non Standard 150LB 

     raised face nozzle.

1. Click on Positions tab

2. Select the edge of nozzle.

3. Observe the center line
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Click the “ ” to accept the user nozzles.

 

 Close the equipment window, save the 

changes when prompted. Refresh the document 

list to see the equipment tag and insert into the 

layout as explained before. 

Chapter 7 Routing

Chapter 7-1 Routing

#ttings and shorter distance. In order to accommodate these requirements SolidPlant has come up with a smarter Idea of 

routing known as “Smart Route”.

Let’s learn brie"y about these 3 routing modules. We will work individually in the further lessons.

 Manual Route: 

 

 Auto Route: 

end point of the route, in most cases it will be nozzles of the equipment.

 Smart Route: 

ful#lls the motto of SolidPlant “Route it your Way”. Smart Route is a feature that fetches the information of a line list from 

#ttings like valves, control valves and strainer etc.

Chapter 7-2 How to de#ne a New Pipe Model

Chapter 7-3 Create the tag of pipe routing using Import P&ID data
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Once you import the P&ID data all the tag numbers of pipes will appear in document list under Pipe Routing group.

 Now click on the SolidPlant Pipe Routing task pane, observe Active route !eld you can see nothing in the active 

route column. We need to set the property for pipe line and choose the color for each and every line.

Now click on the new pipe model           icon a Tag property dialogue box will pop-up. Pick “LO100” from the Tag drop down.

 When you select the line number from the tag drop down, all the information of the line will be updated in the 

!elds respectively. Now look at the “Color By” !eld pick “service” from the list, the color of the pipe will be changed to yellow 

color, click Apply.

Observe document list

1. Click on SolidPlant Pipe 

     Routing task pane

2. Observe the active route 

     column.

1. Click on “New Pipe Model” icon.

2. Tag property dialogue box will pop-up

3. Pick LO100 from the Tag drop down.

1. All the information of the line 

    will be updated.

2. Pick “service” in Color by pick list.

3. Click “Apply”
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 When you click on apply button an information dialogue box will pop-up saying the line already exists, click OK 

to update. Click OK and the line will be activated.

Now click on the new pipe model           icon a Tag property dialogue box will pop-up. Pick “LO101” from the Tag drop down.

 When you select the line number from the tag drop down, all the information of the line will be updated in the 

"elds respectively. Now look at the “Color By” "eld pick “Nominal Diameter” from the list, the color of the pipe will change 

to red color, click Apply.

 When you click on apply button an information dialogue box will pop-up saying the line already exists, click OK 

to update. Click OK the line will be activated.

 In the same manner you need to update all the lines, you may select any di#erent color by selecting the “Custom” 

in the color by "eld and select you’re desired color.

 When you click on apply button an information dialogue box will pop-up saying the line already exists, click OK 

to update. Click OK and the line will be activated.

Now click on the new pipe model           icon a Tag property dialogue box will pop-up. Pick “LO101” from the Tag drop down.

 When you select the line number from the tag drop down, all the information of the line will be updated in the 

"elds respectively. Now look at the “Color By” "eld pick “Nominal Diameter” from the list, the color of the pipe will change 

to red color, click Apply.

 When you click on apply button an information dialogue box will pop-up saying the line already exists, click OK 

to update. Click OK the line will be activated.

 In the same manner you need to update all the lines, you may select any di#erent color by selecting the “Custom” 

in the color by "eld and select you’re desired color.

1. Click on “New Pipe Model” icon.

2. Tag property dialogue box will pop-up

3. Pick LO101 from the Tag drop down.

1. All the information of the line 

    will be updated.

2. Pick “service” in Color by pick list.

3. Click “Apply”
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Chapter 7-4 Create Tag by Manual input

 Now let’s learn how to create TAG by manual input. If we require an additional pipe line which is not in P&ID or 

P&ID data, we can create manually. Click on the New Pipe model icon, Tag property dialogue box will pop-up. Enter 

“Line001” in the tag "eld, description as “New line”, pick a service, spec, main size and also color and click on “Create” button.

When you click on create, the line number will be created and activated.

Chapter 7-5 Pipe route using Manual Route

 Manual Route is also known as Traditional Routing, this is the point-to-point routing, where user has to specify 

the routing direction manually.

 Let’s start manual route using the line number “LO102”. Select the line number from document list right click 

select property. In tag property please notice that, from and to columns this should be updated with the nozzles of which 

the line is connected to. Normally it will be updated from the P&ID data, if not you have to do manually.

 Now click on the SolidPlant Pipe routing task pane from the “Active Route” drop down select “LO102” you will be 

redirected into edit mode, where you can see the red arrow marks for the line(start and end point). Click on the “Routing” 

tab then select “Manual Route”.

1. Click on “New Pipe Model”

2. Enter tag as “Line001”

3. Description: New line, service: Steam, 

     Spec: demo, size: 6 Color by: service

4. Click “Create”.

1. Select “LO102” right click 

      pick property

2. Pick “FWP-123-N2”

3. Pick “E-102-N1”

4. Click “Apply”

1. Click on” SolidPlant Pipe Routing” 

     task pane.

2. Pick “LO102” from the active route 

     drop down.

3. Click on “Routing” tab

4. Activate “Manual Route”

d activated.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.d.
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 When you click on the manual route you will be redirected into sketch mode where you can start routing your line 

from start point to end point. While routing you can see the preview of the 3D pipe, use tab button to toggle between axis 

(X, Y and Z). If you think that your route needs to be edited before it generate click on the “Disable Routing Mode”. Add 

relations, move the sketch line… all these you can do after you disable routing mode.

 After you select the disable route mode check box, exit the sketch. As you can observe the route line between f 

and g is sloped, we want to make it perpendicular to the nozzle. Select the line add relation “Along Z”. The line will be 

adjusted automatically.

 Adjust the route as needed.  Now uncheck the disable routing mode wait for the select component dialogue 

boxes, you need to select the perfect component which suits your needs with respect to rating or schedule.

In the same manner select the rating or schedule for bolt and pipe. 

Exit the sketch and exit edit assembly, you can now see the fully created realistic 3D model of LO102 with bolts, $anges and 

elbows.

1. a-e are the point to be marked to 

    create route “LO102”

2. Disable routing mode check box.

1. Select the line

2. Add relation “Along Z”
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Exit edit assembly

Chapter 7-6 Pipe Route using Auto Route

 This will help the designer design best path or pipe route faster than ever. Just 2 clicks (from and to) mostly at the 

nozzle. Then let the system automate pipe routing for you based on the piping speci"cations database we have in the 

system.

Select line “LO101” from the active route drop down, select “Auto route” from the routing tab.

 

 Select the edge of the nozzle on the vessel 

V-101 and select the edge of the nozzle on the pump 

“FWP-123” you can observe the route line automated 

for you. You can modify the line as needed just by 

dragging. If needed you can reverse the $ow of the 

line by selecting reverse in the options.

 Change the route line to the best suitable 

or best accessible way to minimize the material just 

by clicking on the arrows on the line. Sometimes 

you can observe that line is "xed to some length, 

don’t worry we have a solution we can change the 

length of the pipe using “Assign Length” feature 

which will be explained in further lessons.

1. Select “LO101” from the active 

     route drop down.

2. Go to Routing tab.

3. Activate “Auto-Route” feature.

1. Select Nozzle on vessel

2. Select nozzle on pump

3. Preview of automated route line.

1. Adjust the route using the arrows

2. Accept the route after you modify.
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Select desired rating or schedule from the select component dialogue box like pipe, $ange, elbow and bolts.

Exit sketch line “LO101” will be created.

Chapter 7-7 Pipe Route using Smart Route

 A unique feature called “Smart Routing” allows you to create a pipeline with amazing ease. Simply right-click the 

pipe tag in the SolidPlant project manager and select “SmartRoute”. SolidPlant will then generate the route, connecting the 

correct nozzles as de"ned in the data imported from your P&ID design. It will also pop up the valve list for the route based 

on that data. You can then easily drag and drop the valves onto the pipeline in the correct location. 

 Let’s route “LO100” using Smart route feature. Select LO100 from the document list in SolidPlant project manager 

right-click and select “SmartRoute”.

 When you select the smartroute feature you can observe the automated route line with “con"rm smart route” 

dialogue box. Click on “Yes” to accept the route or click “No” to display smart route interface.

Select LO100 right-click and select “SmartRoute”
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Let’s say we want to change the route line. Click “No” you can now observe the interface of the Smart route.

You can notice on the interface of smart route there will be start with, 

end with information.

Alternative means SolidPlant3D will route in alternative directions for 

the same line in 8 di#erent routes. Click on the next button in alternative 

you can observe the change in the route line. 

Select your desired route, if needed modify the lengths and elevations 

just by dragging the sketch line.

I have selected the 7th alternative route, you can observe the change in route line.

 As a Piping designer you already know that in plant design there will be two pumps (i) main pump (ii) stand-by 

pump. So let’s connect the second pump with this same route. Select the straight line and draw a line from nozzle and 

connect to the route.

 3D pipe will be generated, select bolts from the select component dialogue box, select the rating for Tee from 

select component dialogue box.

1. Sketch the line from pump 

     FWP-122-N1 to the route line.

2. Click “OK” on the smart route 

     Interface.
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 Our 3D route will be generated with all the elbows, tees, $anges and bolts. You can observe a smart component 

dialogue box will pop up, these are the components which are in-line components for the route line whose data is from the 

P&ID import. This is an extraordinary way to add the values in a route line to minimize the errors.

 Now drag the valve(middle button of mouse) from the add valve dialogue box and drop on the line, an Insert 

point dialogue box will pop up this is giving the reference point for the valve, select start point (you can notice the selection 

point will vary depends on start and end point).

 After you click on apply button, select component dialogue box will pop up, select the type and rating of the 

valve (double-click on the valve or click on Create button).

The model will be reloaded and updated with the realistic valve model at the start point with $anges and bolts.

1. Pick the valve and drop on the line.

2. Select start point from Insert point 

     dialogue box.

3. Click “Apply”.
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Select the second valve and drop on the line and select the type and rating of the valve same as above then Exit sketch.

Thus, Smart Route is a phenomenal feature for designers.

Chapter 7-8 Smart Fitting

 SolidPlant3D has a cool feature called Smart Fitting that allows you to extend or add pipe branches by dragging 

any point you like on the pipe. This feature will automatically put the "tting on. If it’s an extending pipe, the "tting will 

change.

Let’s have a look at the smart "tting functionality. For example we have a line which is having elbow.

Select the line001 from the active route drop down, select manual route and draw a line from the elbow as if it is a branch.

Intelligently Solidplant3D will change the "tting in this case elbow will be updated to the “Tee” component

1. Pick line001 from the active 

     route dropdown.

2. Select manual route.

3. Draw a line.
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Like this, you can draw as many branches you need smart "tting will execute in  just a fraction of a second.

Chapter 7-9 Assign Length

 Let’s learn how to assign length for a pipe. As you already saw from the above lesson, sometimes our route line 

will be "xed with some constrains, changing the length of the pipe will come in handy or in some cases we need to assign 

the exact length of the pipe from the nozzle.

 Select the route line which you want to assign the length, edit assembly, and select the sketch or just double-click 

on the line, go to Routing tab and click on the “Assign Length” feature.

 Assign pipe length dialogue box will pop-up you can observe the length of the pipe line, now change the length 

to 500 and click “Apply” 

1. Double-click on the line.

2. Go to “Routing” Tab.

3. Click on the “Assign Length”

1. Change length to 500.

2. Click “Apply”.

1. Length of the pipe 

     will be updated 

2. Exit sketch
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Chapter 7-10 Elevation Move Pipe

 Let’s learn how to move the pipe using “Elevation Move Pipe” feature. In some cases we need to have a speci"c 

distance from structural columns or beams. In the case of Pipe-bridge all the bottom of pipe (BOP) should be resting on the 

same structural steel, at that moment Elevation Move pipe feature will be handy. For example: we give one pipe as 

reference and select all the pipes to be set as the reference.

Now, we set the distance of the pipe from the structural column.

As you can observe from the below picture the distance between column and pipe is very far so we will set the distance 

between them.

Double-click the line to edit the sketch, go to Routing tab, select “Elevation Move Pipe” feature.

 Pipe elevation dialogue box will appear in feature manager tree, select the pipe line as reference, select column 

as target reference, select the point of the pipe and give the distance to move.

The whole route line will move accordingly, Exit the sketch when you done.

1. Double-click on line to edit the sketch.

2. Go to Routing Tab.

3. Select “Elevation Move Pipe”.

4. Observe “Pipe Elevation” dialogue box.

1. Select pipe reference.

2. Select the line.

3. Select target reference.

4. Select the face of the column.

5. Select the point reference.

6. Give the distance.

7. Click “Apply”.
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Chapter 8 Insert Piping Components

Chapter 8-1 Piping Components

 This chapter will teach you about Inserting Piping Components in SolidPlant3D. After you route a Pipe line the 

next important thing is to add components like Valves, Control Valves, Strainer, and Olets etc... SolidPlant3D provides smart 

features to insert Piping components. You can insert any component just by selecting point on the route line. In this 

chapter we will also discuss about Pipe supports.

Chapter 8-2 Insert Valve

 We already saw the Smart Route feature, where valves will be prompted while routing itself. If we route a line 

using Manual or Auto Route, we need to insert the valves manually. Let’s see how to insert valve on a route line.

Double-click on the line to enter edit sketch mode, select a point you want to add the valve, go to “Component Tab” click 

on the valve feature.

 When you activate the valve feature, “Valve Tag” dialogue box will pop-up, input the tag for valve add a descrip-

tion (optional) select the insertion point i.e main point, center point and run point, these points are the reference points for 

the valve which will be inserted into the line at the selected reference point.

 

 Select Component for valve will pop up, select the rating, type of valve and type of end connection and click on 

“Create”.

Select type of bolts. Then valve will be inserted into the location you selected.

Exit the sketch.

1. Double click the line to 

     edit sketch.

2. Select reference for the 

     valve(insertion point).

3. Go to “Component” tab.

4. Click on “Valve” feature.

Click “Ok”
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Chapter 8-3 Insert Pipe Support

 Pipe supports play a very important role in the piping design. Placing a pipe support requires a wise decision. 

SolidPlant3D provides di"erent types of pipe support in a user-friendly interface.

To place a Pipe-support double-click the line to enter edit mode, go to Routing tab and click on “Pipe Support” feature then 

Available Pipe Support dialogue box will pop-up.

 You can notice all the available Pipe supports will be visible for you in the Interface. Select one type and drag 

using middle button of mouse just nearby to the line, pipe support will snap automatically and tag will be assigned.

 

 When you click Next button we can observe 

the “Edit Pipe support” dialogue box in this you can 

edit the support characteristics like angle, length 

and reference point for o"set. In some cases if you 

want to extend the support to the base you can give 

that face as reference face.

 In the same manner you can insert any number of pipe support on your route line. After you #nish placing the 

support close the pipe support dialogue box, exit sketch and exit assembly.

1. Double click the line to enter 

     edit mode.

2. Go to “Routing” tab.

3. Click on “Pipe Support”.

4. Observe Pipe Support interface.

1. Select “Tee shoe with Pad” drag 

     using middle down

2. Drop on the line you can see the 

     snap symbol will be blinking

3. Observe tag for support will be 

     generated automatically.

4. Click “Next”
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Chapter 8-4 Insert Reducing Tee

 Let’s see how to insert reducing tee, as you can observe; smart #tting means changing one #tting to another with 

same size. In some cases we require reducing tee, to place a reducing tee you need to activate the route line by selecting 

from the active route drop down then change the pipe size.

 

 Esc from the straight line function, then you will notice select component dialogue box will appear to select the 

exact size and rating for reducing tee. Select you’re desired reducing tee and click on create.

Reducing tee will be created with the speci#ed spec and rating, Exit the sketch and assembly.

Chapter 8-5 Insert Olet

 Olet is a Piping component generally used to insert for smaller size of pipe into a large size of pipe. Normally olets 

are used for connecting or inserting vents and drains for a pipe line.

 Let’s insert a ½ inch olet into a 6 inch route line. Double-click the line to edit, change the pipe size to ½ inch, go 

to component tab, select “Olet” feature.

1. Select a line from “Active Route” 

     drop down.

2. Change the pipe size to “4” inch.

3. Select manual route.

4. Draw a line from the existing line. 

     You can observe the preview of the line.

1. Double-click the line to edit.

2. Change pipe size to ½ inch.

3. Go to “Component” tab.

4. Select “Olet”.
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 After you select Olet feature you will be redirected into sketch mode, draw a straight line connecting from the 

main line as a tapping. Select component dialogue box will appear to select the exact Olet. Select the Olet and click “create”.

After you click the create button, The olet will be created. Exit the sketch and exit assembly.

Chapter 9 Review and Manipulation Features

Chapter 9-1 Review Features

 This chapter will teach you about Review features in SolidPlant3D. Check or review the component information 

is essential in plant design. Let’s have a look at the review feature that is also known as Component Property.

Chapter 9-2 Component Property

 To review the information of the component or to verify the component property this feature will be handy. 

Select a component for example ;ball valve in the route line “LO101” then go to “Routing” tab select component property.

1. Select the valve 

2. Go to “Routing” tab

3. Select “Component property.
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Then Component Property dialogue box will pop up 

with all the information of the valve displayed in one 

single interface.

You can also change the component like elbow and 

click refresh on the component property dialogue 

box. All the information will be shown for elbow.

Let’s see the properties for a !ange, select the !ange 

and click on “refresh” button.

Chapter 9-3 Manipulation Features

 Manipulation is a must in plant design, most of the time in designing we try to manipulate the route lines. To 

reduce the designer time and e"ort, SolidPlant3D come up with di"erent types of manipulation features such as “Assign 

Length”, “Rotate Component”, “Delete Component”, “Rebuild Component” and many more.

Chapter 9-4 Rotate Component

 Rotating a component like eccentric reducer 

and operator of the valve is an important task in the 

piping design. Pumps may fail if we place the eccentric 

reducer in the wrong direction. In such cases “Rotate 

Component” feature comes in handy.

For example I want to rotate the operator of this valve 

to 90 degrees.
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 Select the valve operator, go to “Routing” tab, select “Rotate Component” feature. Then rotate component 

dialogue will pop up, select the degrees from the drop down and click “Rotate”.

After you rotate to your desired degrees, close the dialogue box.

Chapter 9-5 Delete Component.

 Sometimes in plant design we need to delete a component without changing the route line. In such cases “Delete 

Component” feature will come in handy.

For example I want to delete the reducer.

Double-click to edit the line, select the point of the reducer, go to “Routing” tab, and select Delete Component feature.

After you click on the “delete component”, the reducer will be deleted. Exit the sketch and exit the assembly.

1. Select the valve operator.

2. Go to “Routing Tab”.

3. Select “Rotate Component”.

4. Select degree of rotation 

     from drop down.

5. Click “Rotate”.

1. Double-click the line to edit.

2. Select the point of reducer.

3. Go to “Routing” tab.

4. Select “Delete Component”.
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Chapter 9-6 Rebuild Component.

 If in any case you deleted the component which should be needed in the route line, no need to worry. 

SolidPlant3D have a phenomenal feature known as “Rebuild Component” which will rebuild the same component with 

same spec, rating and end condition.

For example we have deleted the elbow from a line.

 Don’t worry, just select the end point, go to “Routing” tab, and click on “Rebuild Component” feature. The route 

line will be regenerated with the elbow.

Elbow will be added automatically.

Chapter 10 Pipe Routing Advanced Features

Chapter 10-1 Pipe Routing Advanced Features.

 SolidPlant3D provides many Smart and Intelligent features which help in designing a Plant much faster, more 

accurate and simple. Some of the advanced routing features are (i) Change size of the route (ii) Jog Route and (iii) Split Pipe.

Chapter 10-2 Change size of the route line.

 A route line consists of di"erent sizes of pipes, for example when you’re designing a control station the control 

valve should be smaller in size compared to the main run size, at this point we will add two reducers at both ends of the 

pipe but SolidPlant3D has an extraordinary feature known as “Change size”. When you make use of this feature, the reducer 

will be added automatically.

1. Select the point.

2. Goto Routing tab.

3. Select “Rebuild Component” 

     feature.
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 Let’s have a look at the “Change Size” feature. Please have a look at the below picture: we want to change the size 

of this line.

 Double-click the line to activate edit mode. Select the line that you want to change, go to “Routing” tab click on 

“Change Size” feature.

Change size dialogue box will pop up, from the 

drop down select the size 4 inch and click “Apply”.

Select component dialogue box will pop up to 

select the reducer size, rating and end condition 

and click “Create”.

Line will be changed to 4 inch and reducer will be 

added at both ends.

1. Select the line.

2. Go to “Routing” tab.

3. Select “Change Size”.
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Chapter 10-3 Jog Route.

 A complete plant consists of many processes, di"erent types of piping components, materials, schedules and 

rating are required. Some of the processes may require loop in route line like High Saturated Steam or High Pressure Steam 

may expand due to the high temperature, so in order to avoid accidents we will place a loop in between the route line. 

 

 SolidPlant3D provides you with an advanced feature known as “Jog Route”, with this you can create a loop with 

just a single sketch and the route line will update or rebuild automatically.

Let’s learn how to create a jog route, for example 

we want to create a loop for this line.

Double-click the line to activate edit mode or edit 

sketch mode, go to “Routing” tab, click on 

“Jog Route” feature.

After you activated the jog route feature click 

on the sketch line to add the loop or jog to that 

segment.

Draw the sketch as shown, right-click the mouse 

to accept the route line, whole route line will be 

rebuild with the components.

 Exit the sketch and exit assembly after you #nish. This feature will also come in handy when you’re designing 

control stations.

1. Double-click line to edit.

2. Go to “Routing” tab.

3. Click “Jog Route”.
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Chapter 10-4 Split Pipe.

 Generally Pipe lines may be many kilometers long but according to the standards of the pipes, each pipe will be 

of speci#c length, if we want to show the stock length of the pipe in a route line it requires too many man hours, to reduce 

this e"ort Solidplant3D has a phenomenal feature known as “Split Pipe”. With this feature you can split the whole pipe with 

exact dimension and also you can place $anges at this split point.

 Double-click the line to activate edit mode, 

select the line that you want to split, go to “Routing” 

tab, select “Split Pipe” feature.

After you have activated Split Pipe feature, Split pipe 

dialogue box will pop-up input the dimension you 

want to split the pipe into and select from which 

point you want to start as reference.

You can observe the whole line will split into equal 

parts according to the given dimension.

Exit the sketch or select all the points, go to 

“Component” and select “Flange” feature.

1. Double- click the line to 

     activate edit mode.

2. Go to “Routing” tab

3. Click “Split Pipe”

1. Enter the dimension

2. Select the reference point 

3. Click “Apply”

1. Select all the points

2. Go to “Component” tab

3. Select “Flange” feature
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 Select component dialogue box, (it) will pop up to select the type, rating and end condition for $ange and bolts, 

select the required $ange and bolts. Then $ange pairs will be created at the points.

Chapter 11 Generate Piping Isometric Drawing

Chapter 11-1 Isometric Drawing.

 Isometric drawing is way of presenting designs/drawings in three dimensions. In order for a design to appear 

three dimensional, a 30 degree angle is applied to its all axis. 

   only x and y co-ordinates are used to draw entire drawing.

   directions of the pipe may match the three isometric axis lines.

    piping in a realistic view.

Why Isometric Drawings are required?

 Generally in the development of a project, a conceptual 2D drawing is #rst created. In this all pipelines are drawn 

at zero z co-ordinate. This is then converted into a 3D scale model, to check interference of pipe lines. 2D General Arrange-

ment (GA) drawings are used for fabrication on site. A GA drawing is generally on A0 or A1 size paper and contains a lot of 

lines, and may not be easy to understand pipe routine. A0 or A1 size drawing is too big to handle. A pipe fabricator can 

understand a GA drawing better only with the help of a 3D scale model. But a 3D scale model cannot be put on a paper, 

and a 3D scale model does not indicate dimensions. To aid the pipe fabricator on site, isometric drawings are prepared. An 

isometric drawing is generally on a A3 size paper. A pipe fabricator can read it and understands the pipe routine easily. Also 

the pipe fabricator can pick up the materials required for fabrication of pipe lines from stores, with the help of the Bill of 

Material given in isometric drawing.

 

 SolidPlant3D has an integrated engine called “IsoGen” to generate Isometrics within the SolidPlant environment. 

Now you can generate Isometric drawings anytime. Engineers, pipe designers and contractors worldwide recognize this 

format and this allows you to share your pipe design with con#dence knowing they will be understood.

Chapter 11-2 Generate Piping Isometric Drawing.

In SolidPlant you can generate two types of Isometric drawings.

 (i) Isometric drawing for whole line.

 (ii) Isometric drawing for selected components.

Isometric Drawing for Whole Line: Generate Isometric for entire line just by selecting the line number in the Isogen 

dialogue box, this will be very handy for the piping designers to generate isometrics for entire project.

Isometric Drawing for selected Components: In some cases you may require isometric for few components to verify the 

correctness and completeness of the route line, this type may come in handy.
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Chapter 11-3 Generate Isometric by selecting Tag number.

To generate Isometric go to “Drawing” tab, select “Gen PCF” feature.

After you select the “Gen PCF” feature Isogen 

Dialogue box will appear with all the line numbers.

 You need to select the line number which you want to generate the Isometric drawing. Isometric may be generat-

ed in di!erent styles i.e check, "nal-basic, "nal-cutlist, "nal-erection and many more.

 You can also generate only PCF "le that you can import into any stress analysis application. You can also generate 

only isometric drawing without generating PCF "le.

OK, now select a line to generate Isometric. 

Let’s select “LO100”, Drawing style: Final-Cutlist 

and click on PCF & Drawing button.

You can notice the processing bar while it creates the Isometric drawing for us.

Isometric will be created and opened in a separate window and informs you with an alert message.

1.Go to “Drawing” tab

2. Select “Gen PCF” feature.

Click “OK”
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 Please look at the Isometric drawing with all the detailed information generated within a short matter of time. All 

the Material List for Fabrication, Material list for Erection and Cutting list will be generated.

Chapter 11-4 Generate Isometric by selecting Tag number.

To generate Isometric go to “Drawing” tab, select “Gen PCF” feature.

After you select the “Gen PCF” feature the Isogen Dialogue box will appear with all the line numbers.

click on Selected items check box.

Now, you need to select the components from the 

3dmodel which you want to generate the Isometric 

drawing.

You can observe the selected components or items will be visible in the IsoGen dialogue box.

1.Go to “Drawing” tab

2. Select “Gen PCF” feature.
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Change drawing style to check and click on PCF & Drawing button.

Isometric will be generated.

Chapter 12 Create General Arrangement Drawing

Chapter 12-1 General Arrangement Drawing.

 General Arrangement drawings for piping systems and equipment are developed by piping designers. These 

drawings indicate the locations of main equipment in the plant. The main piping items, valves, and "ttings are also indicat-

ed in the General Arrangement or GA drawings. Most often the piping is indicated using a top-view. Sometimes a side view 

of the pipe rack is also presented on the GA drawing. 

 General arrangement drawings are also developed for individual equipment. These drawings present the main 

dimensions of that equipment using 2D views, top-view, side-view and sometimes front-view. All the nozzles for concerned 

equipment are indicated on the equipment General Arrangement or GA drawing.

Chapter 12-2 Insert View on drawing.

 This chapter will teach you how to insert the view on drawing.  Go to “Drawing” tab, select “New Drawing” feature.

1.Go to “Drawing” tab

2. Select “New Drawing” feature.
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 Then SolidPlant drawing template will open in a separate window. Select the top view as we are preparing the GA 

drawing. Change the scale to 1:100.

 Now go to options of SolidWorks, click on the Document properties -> Detailing -> check “use model color for 

HLR/HLV in drawings and click “OK”.

Layout will regenerate and appear same as model color.

We can show the dimensions, Line numbers and COP of the pipe using tools on the drawing tab.

Click on Smart Dimension, select the line.

1. Select top view

2.. Select use custom scale.

3. Change the scale to 1:100. 

     Place the view on the drawing.

4. Click “ ”.

1. Click on SolidWorks “options” icon.

2. Go to “document properties” page.

3. Select “Detailing”.

4. Check “use model color for 

     HLR/HLV in drawings.

5. Click “OK”.
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 Now go to “Drawing” tab, select the line and click on line number feature, select elbow and click on COP feature, 

select Tank and click on TAG feature and arrange as you needed.

In the same manner you can annotate all the layout according to your needs.

Chapter 13 Create Bill of Material

Chapter 13-1 Bill of Material.

 This chapter will explain you how to create Bill of material. A Bill of Materials (BOM) de"nes the material require-

ment for a project, speci"ed in terms of drawings, stock or component codes, and the quantities of each item required.

 A Bill of Materials may be generated in total as a single BOM for the complete project, or as a number of smaller 

BOMs, perhaps on a discipline by discipline basis or, on a per area basis.

In SolidPlant we can generate bill of material in two ways

 (i) Generate BOM in GA Drawing

 (ii) Export the BOM into Excel format

Chapter 13-2 Generate Bill of Material.

 To Generate Bill of Material, select in view in the drawing sheet, go to “Drawing” tab, select “BOM” feature.

When you click on the BOM feature bill of material 

dialogue box will appear with all the details same 

as beside.

 You can see the detailed information regarding all 

the equipment and Piping system in the entire project.

1. Select the view.

2. Go to “Drawing” tab.

3. Click “BOM” feature.

1. Go to “Drawing” Tab.

2. Select the line.

3. Click on “Line Number” Feature.

4. Select elbow.

5. Click on COP feature.

6. Select Tank.

7. Click on “TAG” feature.
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Click “Close” and the table format will appear 

on the drawing. 

Chapter 13-3 Export Bill of Material to excel.

To Generate Bill of Material, select in view in the 

drawing sheet, go to “Drawing” tab, select “BOM” 

feature.

When you click on the BOM feature bill of material 

dialogue box will appear with all the details same 

as beside.

You can see the detailed information regarding all 

the equipment and Piping system in the entire 

project.

Click on “To Excel” Button. Save as dialogue box will 

pop up, give name and save at your desired location.

An excel !le will be created and opened automatically. 

Review the data.

1. Select the view

2. Go to “Drawing” tab

3. Click “BOM” feature.


